Abstract. Traceability schemes allow detection of at least one traitor when a group of colluders attempt to construct a pirate decoder and gain illegal access to digital content. Fiat and Tassa proposed dynamic traitor tracing schemes that can detect all traitors if they attempt to rebroadcast the content after it is decrypted. In their scheme the content is broken into segments and marked so that a re-broadcasted segment can be linked to a particular subgroup of users. Mark allocation for a segment is determined when the re-broadcast from the previous segment is observed. They showed that by careful design of the mark allocation scheme it is possible to detect all traitors. We consider the same scenario as Fiat and Tassa and propose a new type of traceability scheme, called sequential traitor tracing, that can efficiently detect all traitors and does not require any real-time computation. That is, the marking allocation is pre-determined and is independent of the re-broadcasted segment. This is very attractive as it allows segments to be shortened and hence the overall convergence time reduced. We analyse the scheme and give two general constructions one based on a special type of function family, and the other on error correcting codes. We obtain the convergence time of these schemes and show that the scheme based on error correcting codes has a convergence time which is the same as the best known result for dynamic schemes.
Introduction
In recent years a number of closely related models and schemes with the aim of securing electronic distribution of digital content have been proposed. Services that rely on this kind of distribution, such as pay-TV where the provider needs assurance that only paid customers will receive the service, can only become viable if security of the distribution can be guaranteed.
Broadcast encryption systems [6] allow targeting of an encrypted message to a privileged group of receivers. Each receiver has a decoder with his unique key information that allows him to decrypt encrypted messages when he belongs to the target group. The system ensures that the collusion of up to t receivers not belonging to the target group cannot learn anything about the message. Now assume a group of colluders construct a pirate decoder that can decrypt the broadcasted message. A traitor tracing scheme [4] allows at least one of the colluders to be identified. Broadcast encryption and traceability systems can be combined [8, 10] to produce systems that provide protection against both kinds of attacks.
In [7] a different scenario is considered. This time the traitors' aim is to bypass the security mechanism of the system not by constructing a pirate decoder but by re-broadcasting the content after it is decoded. That is the colluders use their decoders to decrypt the content and then once it is in plain-text form, rebroadcast the plain-text to another group of users. In this case the only way to trace traitors is to use different versions of the content for different users. This allows a re-broadcasted message to be linked to the subgroup of users who were given that version. The two main characteristics of the new setting are (i) the plaintext content is marked and, (ii) there is a feedback from the channel which allows the traitor to become localized. An important feature of this system is that it allows all traitors, even without knowing their number beforehand, be traced.
A trivial solution to tracing traitors in the above scenario is to give individual copies to each users. This means that the same content must be sent once per each user and so bandwidth usage is extremely poor. Fiat and Tassa's (FT for short) work showed that by introducing a new dimension to the problem, that is time, it is possible to use a small number of versions and hence resulting in a more efficient usage of the communication channel, while still detecting all the traitors. In FT system the content is divided into consecutive segments and each segment is watermarked to produce versions. For each segment users are partitioned into subgroups, and members of a subgroup receive the same marked version. The system is dynamic because the version received by a user, and hence partitioning of the user set, depends on the feedback from previous segment. The number of traitors is not known beforehand and the system adjusts itself such that as long as the total number of traitors is less than p, all of them will be traced. The algorithms proposed in [7] allow trade-off between the two efficiency parameters of these systems, that is, bandwidth usage and convergence time.
Drawbacks of FT model:
There are two major drawbacks in FT model. Firstly, mark allocation in a time slot depends on the real-time feedback signal from the previous time slot. This makes the system vulnerable to delayed rebroadcast attack. That is, when the attackers do not rebroadcast immediately, but decide to record the content and rebroadcast it at a later time. In this case FT model becomes totally ineffective as the mark allocation in time slots will remain constant.
The second drawback is the high real-time computation required for allocation of marks which means the length of a time-slot cannot be very short. We note that the number of time slots for the convergence of the best proposed algorithm is at least of the order of log N (N is the number of users) and hence grows with the number of users. For large group sizes, it is desirable to have shorter time slots to obtain reasonable convergence time. However the computation grows with the size of the group which means the length of the time slot cannot be shortened. The conflicting requirements of shorter time slot and higher computation results in systems that not practical for large groups.
Our Contribution
We consider the same problem as Fiat and Tassa: detecting all traitors when traitors re-broadcast the content. However we propose a different solution which does not use the feedback signal for mark allocation and so (i) will not be vulnerable to delayed rebroadcast attack, and (ii) does not require real-time computation for mark allocation and so allow very short time slots.
Similar to Fiat and Tassa, we mark consecutive segments of the content and detect the feedback from the channel. However unlike their scheme the allocation of marks to users in each segment is pre-determined and follows a fixed table. We call this system a sequential traitor tracing scheme to emphasise the fact that more than one step is required, and at the same time differentiate it from dynamic schemes. In a dynamic scheme allocation of the marks and delivery of marked versions to users is after receiving the feedback signal. That is only after observing the re-broadcasted segment from previous round, re-partitioning of the user set, and calculation and delivery the required keys followed by the marked segment for the next segment can be performed. In our approach because the mark allocation for each segment does not require the feedback of the previous segment, the system will be much more efficient. This means that because no real-time computation is required the length of a segment can be chosen very short. The cost paid for the added security and real-time efficiency could be higher bandwidth or convergence rate (number of steps). However because of shorter time slots the total convergence time could remain comparable or even reduced.
We give a formal definition of the new scheme and derive a bound that relates the number of versions (communication efficiency) and convergence time of the algorithm. We give two general constructions that can be used with any robust watermarking system. In particular we give a construction that allows tracing of all up to p traitors in a group of f (q) users in at most (p(p + 1)) t steps and requires only q versions, where f (q) is a polynomial of q with degree 2 t , and a second construction using error correcting codes that allows all up to p traitors in a group of N users be traced. This construction requires 2p versions and has the convergence time equal to 8p log N + p steps which is the same as the best dynamic scheme. We will show that both of these constructions are general and can be used with p-frameproof codes and p-traceability schemes to construct systems for large groups.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we give the required definitions and review the known results. In section 3 we introduce our model and derive bounds relating efficiency parameters of the system. The two constructions follow in section 4. In section 5 we evaluate our results and their extensions.
Preliminaries
In this section we briefly review relevant definitions and results.
Broadcast encryption
In a broadcast encryption system a centre generates a set of base keys, and assigns a subset of these keys to every user as his personal key such that at a later time it can broadcast an encrypted message that is only accessible to a privileged subgroup and users who are not in the subgroup cannot decrypt the message. The privileged subgroup is not fixed and may be one of a set of possible authorised subsets. Resilience of a broadcast encryption system is measured by a parameter k which is the the size of largest colluding group, disjoint from the privileged set, who cannot learn the message.
Marking digital content
Marking a digital object has been initially studied in the context of frame-proof codes [2] . Consider a set of n users {1, 2, · · · , n}. Let Σ be an alphabet. An ( , n)-code is a set Γ = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } ⊆ Σ . Let T be a coalition of users, and assume i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , } is a position. We say that position i is undetectable for T if the words assigned to T match in their i th position. Denote by R the set of undetectable positions for T . Define the feasible set of T as consisting of all w ∈ Σ such that w and the words assigned to T are matched in R. Denote by F (T ) the feasible set of T .
A code Γ is called p-frameproof if every set W ⊂ Γ , of size at most p, satisfies F (W ) ∩ Γ = W . Frameproof codes are useful if a software, or a binary file needs to be marked. Detection of a mark requires the mark embedded in the content to be their exact stored values. An extended definition of frameproof code [3] , [9] allows the marks to be also deleted however this is again for a mark in the codeword.
Protection of video and audio signal content is through watermarking systems that cannot be strictly modelled by a frameproof code. We define a watermarking code for audio and video content as a collection of distinct codewords (or marks), C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c r }, and two algorithms I for watermark insertion, and D for watermark detection [11] . The insertion algorithm takes a codeword c i and a content m and produces a marked version m i . The detection algorithm takes a content m and a codeword c i and produces a true/false value depending on success or failure of the detection. In watermark codes a codeword c i is a distinct whole mark and collusion of users may either convert the whole mark into a different mark, or completely remove it. In practice the former type of attack has negligible success probability and it is enough to consider the latter one. A watermarking code is robust if no combination of marked objects µ = {m i1 , · · · , m i } can produce another marked object m i ∈ µ, or delete the mark. Robust watermarking codes model robust watermarking schemes such as Cox et al [5] and their properties match properties of watermarking systems in practice. They are more general than frameproof codes because there is no restriction on an attacker's operation (feasible set in frameproof codes). This is a realistic model as in practice watermarks are inserted in many different ways and can be subjected to a wide range of attacks.
Traitor tracing Similar to a broadcast encryption system the content provider generates a base set of keys, and assigns subsets of it to each user. The subset of keys received by a user i forms his personal key or his decoder key, and is denoted by U i . By holding U i user i will be able to view the content. A colluding set of users can construct a pirate decoder which contains a subset of their keys. When a pirate decoder F is found, |F ∩ U i | for all i is calculated and if |F ∩ U i | ≥ |F ∩ U j | for all j, then user i is called an exposed user. Following Definition 1.2 in [9] , a scheme is called a p-traceability scheme if whenever a pirate decoder F is produced by T and |T | ≤ p, the exposed user is a member of the coalition T .
Suppose there are base keys {k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k } and n users. Then a p-traceability scheme can be defined by an 0-1 matrix of size n× , such that its (i, j) th element is 1 if and only if user i has key k j in his decoder.
In a static traceability scheme keys are allocated once and remain unchanged through the operation of the system.
FT scheme
In FT scheme content consists of a number of segments, for example one minute of a video or a movie. For each segment a number of variants using a robust watermarking code, such as spread spectrum technique of Cox et al [5] , is constructed. A fundamental assumption of the system is that because of the robustness of the watermarking system the re-broadcasted version is one of the versions owned by the members of the colluder group.
For each segment the user set is partitioned into r subsets, each subset receiving the same version. Each user has some key information that allows the content provider to securely give him a session key for his version, or use a broadcast encryption system to securely deliver his version. They proved that for tracing p traitors in any traceability system at least p + 1 versions must be used, and gave algorithms that used p + 1 and 2p + 1 versions and required O(3 p p log n) and O(p log n) steps to converge, respectively. Their algorithms were improved by Berkman et al [1] who showed an algorithm with O(p log n + p 2 /c) step for convergence and using p + c + 1 versions, and a second one with O(p log n) and pc + 1 versions. Again the main emphasis of their work was to find schemes that allow best convergence when close to minimum possible number of versions is used.
Sequential traitor tracing
One of the main drawbacks of FT model is the high real-time computation required for allocation of marks for each segment. Because this computation depends on the feedback from the previous segment it must be performed in real-time and there is no possibility for precomputation which implies that the length of a step must be chosen long enough for the required computation. Because the overall convergence time is a product of the number of steps and the length of the step, and because more complex algorithms with small number of steps require more computation and so longer segment, it is important to optimise the number of steps versus the required real-time computation.
We propose a sequential tracing scheme in which mark allocation is predetermined and so real-time processing in each segment is not required. Although the mark allocation changes in each step but because it is according to a known table, all the required computation for most of the allocation can be performed as pre-computation. The feedback signal is only used for detection of traitors.
Although the system has a more limited use of the feedback compared to the full dynamic model of FT and so can be expected to require more steps for convergence, but because of much smaller computation in real-time a much shorter length for segments is possible and so the overall convergence can be expected to be lower. Before presenting our model, we note that the following attack is outside both FT and our model.
-Framing a user by re-broadcasting his version: If a broadcast encryption is used for secure delivery of segments, then a colluder subgroup may construct a pirate decoder and obtain the version v p of an innocent user. If such a version is re-broadcasted all detection algorithms fail. This would be a feasible attack if the broadcast encryption system used for sending a version to the target subgroup does not provide traceability. Same effect can be obtained if colluders can break the underlying watermarking system and construct the version of another user. We noted that this in general is a very unlikely event.
This means that if a broadcast encryption is used it must be able to trace traitors.
The Model
Let U = {1, 2, · · · , N } denote the set of users. A user i has some secret key information, U i , that allows the content provider to identify him and send him a particular version. U i could be a set of keys in a broadcast encryption scheme or a secret used to encrypt the session key of the user. There is a mark allocation table M with N rows and d columns where M (i, j) is the mark allocated to user i in segment j. In each segment the content provider sends the j th segment to users according to column j of M and observes the feedback. Traitors can be detected by examining the sequence of feedback signals and after d feedbacks it is possible to trace all the traitors: that is the tracing algorithm converges. When a traitor is found, he is disconnected. This is by excluding the user from the broadcast encryption system in all future segments. That is, if i is detected as a traitor in segment j, then from segment j + 1, his reception of segment M (i, k), k ≥ j + 1, will be blocked.
Assume there is a probability distribution on
There is a watermarking code, C = {c 1 , · · · , c r }, used to mark segments of the protected content. A segment with a valid mark is called a variant. There is a feedback sequence F = () which is initialised to the empty sequence. Let T ⊂ U be a set of traitors and P (j) denote the set of all privileged users in the j th segment. The set P (j) is partitioned into
r , and each subset P
There is a probability distribution on V (j) . In each segment j there is a feedback signal f j = c i for some i such that P
, with the following properties 1. In each segment j, each user receives a version. Formally, for each U ∈ P
2. In each segment j, a group of users which is disjoint from P even if they use all previous feedbacks. Formally, for each X ∈ 2 U , with X∩P
3. After d rounds all up to p traitors can be detected. Formally, any p-consistent feedback sequence F d determines a unique colluder set of at most p, that is
The following proposition shows that in a segment j, a user does not have any information about the version assigned to another user belonging to a group different from his.
The following theorem gives a lower bound on the number of rounds required to detect all traitors. 
Constructions
In this section we give two constructions for sequential traceability schemes from watermarking codes, one using a special class of functions and the second one using error correcting codes.
A construction using a function family
This construction uses a robust watermarking code with n codewords and results in a sequential scheme that identifies at least one of the traitors (at most p traitors) in p 2 + 1 steps, and all the traitors in at most p 2 + p steps. The scheme converges in p(p + 1) steps and so convergence time is independent of the size of the group. This is at the expense of higher number of versions and so less communication efficiency. We will show (section 5) that the scheme can be repeatedly used to increase the number of users with the same number of versions (communication efficiency) while increasing the number of rounds.
Suppose we have a robust watermarking code with n codewords c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n , and let M denote the n × 1 matrix with c i as its i th row. Consider a collection of mappings,
that satisfy the following two properties:
(P1) For each j and each pair of the first index (i 1 , i 2 ) with i 1 = i 2 , we have φ i1j (x) = φ i2j (x) for all x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. (P2) For each pair of the first index (i 1 , i 2 ) and each pair of the second index (j 1 , j 2 ) with j 1 = j 2 , we have φ i1j2 (x) = φ i2j2 (y) provided that φ i1j1 (x) = φ i2j1 (y).
Given Φ and a watermarking code with n codewords define a matrix M as follows.
where
are n × 1 matrices. M has b block rows, each block row contains n rows, each row assigned to a user in the sequential scheme. Denote by (r, k) the user holding the k th row of the r th block row. M has m + 2 block columns where the j th block column contains the marks that will be allocated to users in segment j.
The scheme works as follows. In each segment (except for the second one, if b < n) there are n versions that are marked with codewords of the watermarking code. For each segment the set of users U is divided into b equal size subgroups and members of each subgroup (of size n) will receive a version marked by the same codeword of the watermarking code. In segment j, the centre observes the feedback and detects a codeword f j ∈ {c 1 , · · · , c n }. It updates the feedback sequence and obtains F j . F j is compared with the rows of M . If a row with p + 1 'match' is found, a traitor is detected.
Suppose the center has a feedback sequence
, where f j corresponds to the j th segment. We say
The algorithm can be described as follows. Let φ i0 denote a constant mapping from {1, 2, · · · , n} to {1, 2, · · · , n}, that is φ i0 (x) = i for all x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, and i = 1, 2, · · · , b. In the beginning suppose each user has a version according to the first block column in (1) . Then the algorithm is as follows.
The Algorithm The proof of the theorem is based on the following Lemma. Lemma 1. Suppose there are at most p traitors. Let
be a p-consistent feedback sequence. If (2) matches the (r − 1)n + k th row (row (r, k) for short) of (1) in p + 1 positions, then no collusion excluding (r, k), of at most p users, can produce (2).
Proof. Otherwise suppose collusion T produces (2), |T | ≤ p, (r, k) ∈ T . By assumption there are p + 1 positions where (r, k) matches (2) . Among these p + 1 positions there exist two of them, say j t1 , j t2 , such that some (r , k ) ∈ T matches (2), and hence matches (r, k), at j t1 , j t2 . By (1) we know that
The first case implies that k = k and φ r,jt 2 (k) = φ r ,jt 2 (k ), and hence φ r,jt 2 (k) = φ r ,jt 2 (k), which contradicts (P1) since we know r = r because k = k , and (r, k) = (r , k ). The second case implies that φ r,jt 1 (k) = φ r ,jt 1 (k ) and φ r,jt 2 (k) = φ r ,jt 2 (k ), which contradicts (P2) as t 1 = t 2 .
Proof of Theorem 2: (sketch) From lemma 1 we know that when F matches a row of M in p + 1 positions then a traitor can be identified. The traitor is disconnected so that he cannot decrypt future segments and the system continues as before. This means that p traitors can be captured in at most p(p + 1) steps.
Existence of Φ
The construction in section 4.1 relies on the existence of a function family Φ that satisfies property (P1) and (P2). The number of users in the resulting sequential scheme is bn and so is proportional to the size of the function family. In the following we give a construction for Φ satisfying properties (P1) and (P2).
Theorem 3. Let q be a prime number. There exists a function family Φ = {φ ij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ (q − 1)/2} that satisfies properties (P1) and (P2).
Proof. Let F q be a field of q elements, F * q be the set of non-zero elements of
for all x ∈ F * q provided i 1 = i 2 and so (P1) is satisfied. Now assume φ i1,j1 (x) = φ i2,j1 (y). Then using the definition of φ ij , we have i 1 x − i 2 y = j 1 (y − x). So for every j 2 = j 1 we have i 1 x − i 2 y = j 2 (y − x), which implies that φ i1,j2 (x) = φ i2,j2 (y). Hence (P2) is satisfied.
An example of this construction is given in Appendix 2.
Discussion
Combining the above Φ and a watermarking code with q −1 codewords we obtain a sequential scheme in which (i) q − 1 variants are used, (ii) (q − 1) 2 /2 users are accommodated, and (iii) at most p 2 + p rounds are needed for detection of all p traitors.
In choosing q, the number of variants, we must consider N , the total number of users in the final system and p, the maximum number of traitors. We must have (q − 1) 2 /2 ≥ N and also p 2 + p ≤ 2 + (q − 1)/2 and so q ≥ max(1 + √ 2N , 2p 2 + 2p − 3).
A construction using error-correcting codes
We can construct a sequential scheme by combining watermarking codes and error-correcting codes. The method is similar to the one given in [3] for constructing frameproof codes. Let C 1 be an (L, N, D) n -ECC error-correcting code over an alphabet of size n with N codewords each of length L, and minimum distance D. Let C 2 = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } be a watermarking code. Define the composition of C 1 and C 2 , denoted by Γ (C 1 , C 2 ) , as a collection of strings over C 2 obtained as
for all codewords v, v = a 1 a 2 · · · a L ∈ C 1 . Here means concatenation of strings.
Theorem 4. Suppose we have C 1 = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } a watermarking code, and
Assign each string in Γ (C 1 , C 2 ) to a user: that is let the marks in the string be the user's L successive marks. Suppose at most p traitors contribute marks to the feedback sequence, 
This is the same order as O(p log N + p 2 /c) which is the best known result [1] for p + c + 1 versions.
Comparison and discussion
It is not difficult to show that (proof is omitted) the mark allocation of the schemes in section 4 defines a frameproof code.
A very interesting aspect of the constructions given in section 4 is that if watermarking code in these constructions is replaced by a frameproof code or a static traceability scheme, the resulting code will be a frameproof code or traceability scheme, respectively.
The following theorems summarises these results.
Theorem 6. Let Φ be a family of functions satisfying properties (P1) and (P2), m > p − 2.
1. If C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } is a p-frameproof code, then the code with incidence matrix given by M as defined in (1) is a p-frameproof code. 2. If C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } is a p-traceability scheme, then the code with incidence matrix given by M as defined in (1) is a p-traceability scheme.
Repeated use of the above theorem results in a p-frameproof code (p-traceability scheme) with the following parameters: (i) length of the codeword is (p + 1)
t , and (ii) the number of the codewords is f (n), a polynomial of degree 2 t , assuming that the original code has n codewords of length .
Another interesting observation is that starting from a watermarking code and through the application of constructions in section 4 we will obtain a frameproof code and then using the above theorem we can construct a frameproof code for a much larger group. However because of the underlying watermarking code the resulting matrix can be used for a sequential traceability system. This proves the following corollary. t , where f (q) is a polynomial in q with degree 2 t .
The results will hold even if we relax the restriction on the watermarking code and allow collusion of users to remove the watermark. As noted earlier this is the main type of attack in watermarking systems.
1. If C 1 = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } is a p-frameproof code, then the composition of C and C 1 is a p-frameproof code. 2. If C 2 = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } is a p-traceability scheme, then the composition of C and C 2 is a p-traceability scheme.
We note that 1 in Theorem 7 was first proved in Lemma III.2 in [3] and is included here for the sake completeness.
Computational efficiency
The most attractive feature of the above model is the reduced real-time computation. Because allocation of marks is static most of the required keys can be pre-computed and distributed to the users in one initial block. Key updates are required when a traitor is found and needs to be disconnected. An important result of this efficiency is that it is possible to reduce the length of a segment and hence reduce the overall convergence time.
The detection algorithm is also very efficient. This is because we only require detection of partial match. For this it is only required to keep a counter for each user (a row of the mark allocation matrix) that counts the number of matches between the feedback sequence and that row. When a feedback f j is received the counter for all the rows that have f j in their j th position are incremented.
Time/Bandwidth trade-off
Two important parameters of dynamic traitor tracing schemes are (i) the number of marks, r, which determines the communication efficiency of the system, and (ii) the number of steps, d, required for convergence, that is finding all the traitors. Fiat and Tassa, and later Berkman et al [1] concentrated on the communication efficiency and so finding the efficient algorithms when r is close to its to theoretical minimum p + 1. Berkman et al showed that if r = pc + 1 versions are used it is possible to find the traitors in O(p log c N ) rounds, and if p + c + 1 versions are used it is possible to find the traitors in O(p 2 /c + p log N ) rounds. Our first scheme guarantees convergence in (p(p + 1)) t steps while the number of users can be about p 2 t+1 . This scheme uses q(≥ p 2 + p − 2) versions. For the second scheme the convergence time is at most 8p log N + p which is of the same order as the best result of [1] . It is important to note that by reducing the segment length the overall convergence time of our scheme would be expected to be lower.
Conclusions
Sequential traceability schemes can be seen as a step between static and dynamic schemes. The attack model in sequential schemes and dynamic schemes are the same and is different from a static traceability scheme. Also the goal of the former two types of systems are the same (tracing all traitors) and is different from static schemes. Sequential schemes do not have the flexibility of dynamic schemes and so in general could require higher bandwidth and/or higher number of convergence steps. However they provide security against delayed rebroadcast attack and are also practically attractive because they do not require real-time computation. We showed a construction that is as good as the best known dynamic construction and so in terms of efficiency measures competes well with dynamic schemes. We also showed that sequential traceability schemes are closely related to frameproof codes and so constructions from frameproof codes can be used for sequential schemes. Note that H(U T ) = pH(U). So pH(U) ≤ d log r. It implies that p log N ≤ d log r, here N, d, r is the number of total users, the number of rounds to detect traitors and the number of versions, respectively. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 6 Let T = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t c }, c ≤ p, be a set of traitors. Suppose they collude to frame a user U i ∈ T . Since m > p − 2, using Pigeonhole Principle U i must match one t j ∈ T in more than one place. This contradicts (P2). So T can not frame other users. The second result can be proved in a similar way.
Appendix 2
